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SeaReader
With most commercial vessels moving to e-navigation, officers onboard and managers ashore
need a simple and easily managed solution for the regulations and technical information they
need to ensure that global compliance, navigation, safety and environmental requirements are
met.
It is an onerus task to ensure compliance with maritime regulations which are changing and everincreasing. SeaReader provides a full technical library for use on board and ashore which ensures
compliance with flagstate and international regulations.
SeaReader provides a full digital technical library for maritime use. It provides all of the e-books
needed on board in a fast, easy to use, digital format.
It eliminates the associated costs and administration of maintaining a paper library as all the data is
on the vessel at all times and the entire library is updated easily with just one click of a button. You
don’t even need to be online to update the digital library.
In the event of a vessel inspection, SeaReader makes it easy to ensures compliance by having all
mandatory publications on board.

Figure 1. 'Library' view. Search for the book you need by typing a word or use the filtering option.
Books' view.
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Figure 2. 'Library' view. Displays all books available for purchase.

Figure 3. 'My Books' view. Displays the books you have access to.
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Reduced administration on board:
SeaReader keeps the administrative work on board vessels to a minimum as the latest set of
publications will always be available on board and constantly kept up to date.
SeaReader provides total visibility of what books are on board the vessel. This gives ship
managers complete confidence that their vessels are compliant by having the latest mandatory
publications on board at all times.

Simple and easy to use:
SeaReader’s streamlined design is simple and easy to use with one-click updating and filtered
search results among many other easy to use features. All data will already be on the vessel so
new e-books are accessed easily.
Updates and amendments to publications are highlighted and distributed automatically, ensuring
the latest copy is always available. There is no need for an internet connection to use SeaReader you can get permits for additional books from the library either online or offline.

Key features:
Full digital technical library
Reduces admin time on board
Reduces shipping costs associated with paper libraries
Increases compliance on board
Quick, responsive system
Easy to update
Filtered searching
Each licence includes two separate PC installations
Initial shipboard installation via USB or internet download

Includes, inter alia, the following publishers:

System requirements:

IMO

Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10

WHO

2 GHz processor

UK MCA Flag State Regulations and 12 other Flag
States

4 GB RAM

OCIMF

2 GB free disk space
Vessels buy new e-books by email to:
sales@toddnav.com

Imray
Brown, Son & Ferguson
TSO
Nautical Institute
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